KPSF—WHO WE ARE AT A GLANCE….
It’s simple...People love all kinds of music. We play the music everyone loves and
grew up with. Music of the ages for all ages. Somewhere some radio consultant said
stations shouldn’t play anything before 1990. That’s like closing an art museum and
looking only at modern photographs.. At KPSF we treat your favorites like treasured
works of art and love playing the music that makes you happy.

WE ARE LOCAL!
And so is our audience….Our listeners are right in your own back yard, and so they
are also nearby to patronize your business…This focuses your effort of selling a
hometown goods, or service in your hometown and creates a great community image
and good will.

STUDIO 100.9

KPSF 1200 AM

THE
BEST
MUSIC
EVER!

Why Radio?


Radio can reach on-the-go consumers!
 Radio allows you to establish a special relationship with consumers.
 Radio can cost-effectively break through the lines of media bombardment.
 Radio’s on-location remote broadcasts are both powerful and profitable.
 Radio’s unique, specialized formats allow you to target your best prospects.
 Radio reaches prospects closest to the point of purchase.
 Radio can bridge the gaps left by other media options.
 Radio provides unique specialized on-air promotions.
 Radio is king for establishing top-of-mind-awareness.
 Radio can influence new markets and prospects.
 Radio can complement other advertising platforms.
 Radio’s listenership remains strong, while time spent with other media declines.
 You’ll be amazed just how popular radio is and what it can do for your business!
Why advertise at all?


Advertising creates store traffic.
 Advertising attracts new customers.
 Advertising boosts and maintains moral.
 Advertising is an investment in success.
 Advertising encourages repeat business.
 Advertising generates continuous business.
 Advertising keeps your business top-of-mind.
 Advertising keeps you in the competitive race.
 Advertising gives your business a successful image.
Businesses that succeed are usually strong, steady advertisers.

Radio has it’s advantages!
LOW COST – Compared to television, magazines and newspaper, radio
advertising delivers actual impressions against qualified audiences at very,
very low costs, typically between $3 and $5 per 1000 listeners.
IMMEDIACY – Advertisers can get their message on the radio very quickly.
Updates and changes can be made during the air schedule.
FLEXIBILITY – Advertisers can reach listeners many times a day, choosing
the times when they are most likely to reach potential customers and inform
them of their product or service.
MOBILITY – Radio is extremely mobile. It follows the listener from room to
room, rides in the car, even follows workers at their place of business.
There are few places it can not go.

Did you know?
There are now 5.6 radios per American family. Of these, 342 million operate in
homes and 128.7 million in autos.
 The average adult listening time is 2 hours and 50 minutes a day.
 During the average week, 95.4% of all Americans 12 years of age and older listen
to the radio. On the average day, practically four out of five adults listen to the radio.
 Over 80% of all adults are reached weekly by radio in their cars.
 Radio reaches both the NOW buyer, the 2% to l0% of the population that is probably in the market TODAY for what you sell, PLUS radio reaches the FUTURE PROSPECTS, THE 90% TO 98% of the people who are not in the market today but may
be tomorrow.
 Radio is affordable seven days a week. Potential clients decide to buy your product
or service seven days a week. Radio provides the opportunity to reach potential
customers close to the time they make their buying decisions.
 93% of Americans listen every week
 90% of Radio listeners listen during prime shopping and commute times.
 91% of voters listen each week.
93% of listeners are retained through commercial breaks. Your message is heard.
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RADIO BEST
VALUE!

WHY RADIO REMAINS YOUR BEST BET & STUDIO 100.9 &
KPSF 1200 AM IS YOUR BEST RADIO CHOICE…...
Predictions, mostly from the competitors of radio, about the death of radio
as a medium are very much exaggerated finds a new study by Deloitte.
The medium generates around
$40 billion in annual revenue from approximately 3 billion listeners. More than 95% of US respondents listen to the radio at least
monthly, Even if their self-reported listening is only half that. Educated
and working people remain the main consumers of the medium.
Radio is still reaching billions, and getting your message out is what
we are all about.
KPSF is an independent radio station so we don’t answer to big corporate
moguls that leave no air in the room, and bury your ads 5 or 6 deep in a 20
minute spot break, instead we are your resource and work hard to get your
message out ahead of all the rest.

At KPSF we are never more than 3 minutes away from your
favorite music..
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KPSFRADIO.COM

Palm Springs Favorite Tunes from the 50,60’s,70s & SOME 80’s too!

Call (760) 780-1009
Westmark Media Communications, LLC
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Palm Desert, Ca 92211
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